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PRAGMATIC SKILLS FOR PROFESSIONALS SERIES: 

STEP 5: TAKING STOCK/CLOSING 
 

 

My name is Murray Hiebert. I am the author of a bestselling workshop and book called Powerful Professionals: 

Leveraging Your Expertise with Clients. Along with a number of Associates, we have presented over 1,000 

workshops around the world to over 14,000 professionals like you. With a workshop 360 survey, we have 

gathered information from about 60,000 users of your expertise. We know the practical skills that will help you 

be successful as a professional. 
 

This brief article is about the last step of our 5 step Expertise Delivery or Internal Consulting Model, Taking 

Stock or Closing. 
 

 

Why Taking Stock or Closing? 
 

Chris worked like the proverbial faithful dog. Day after day, month after month 

Chris‘s work projects were tied to an explicit business need, expectations were clearly 

clarified, the need was researched, changes were recommended and acted upon, yet 

something was missing. Over time Chris began to feel less like the faithful dog and 

more like a gerbil spinning a wheel in a cage—lots of action, no overall progress.  
 

What is Chris missing?—among other things, no role improvement process. Strangely, 

sometimes reliable, quality service isn‘t recognized. I go back to my mantra that flows throughout these articles: 

we cannot expect managers to manage the internal consulting process—you not only need to be an expert at what 

you do professionally, you need to be an expert at delivering your expertise!! You need to manage your own 

recognition and process improvement—the goals of this last step of the Expertise Delivery model.  
 

Actually we do have research that managers and others recognize the need. The most recent analysis of our huge 

client survey database covering the last 4 years shows a new and surprising entrant into the most 10 most valued 

skills by managers: ―Takes the initiative to end projects and assess outcomes with clients.‖  
 

If you need one more piece of evidence, Yogi Berra famously encapsulated the need ―It ain‘t over till it‘s over.‖ 

 

Taking Stock or Closing—The Fundamentals 
 

Perhaps you have already noticed that this step is the only one with a ―double barreled‖ moniker—―Taking 

Stock‖ or ―Closing.‖ Most internal consulting references speak only of ―Closing‖ or ―Closure.‖ These are OK 

terms when you are a project-oriented professional, but most internal consultants have continuing clients and 

provide on-going services. An insightful workshop participant some time back said 

―We are usually working on many pieces of work for the same clients. I think what 

we need to do is to have a ‗Taking Stock‘ meeting from time to time.‖ 
 

Right on! Although we often hear that the more natural ―closing‖ for defined projects 

is often done poorly, I will concentrate on the more subtle, Taking Stock. 
 

A core challenge of Taking Stock is summarized by an early guru of internal 
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consulting, Geoff Bellman: ―You will usually have to initiate a progress review [aka a Taking Stock meeting]. 

Customers don‘t seem to do this much, except when you or they are in deep trouble.‖ In my words, Taking Stock 

occurs naturally when work goes off the rails. When this happens you and your clients are in a ―fix up‖ mode and 

you have very little leverage and time to talk about how to improve a consulting relationship. 
 

On the other hand, the best time to negotiate improvements is 

when all is going well. Practically speaking, what are the 

chances of a client contacting you saying: ―Things are going 

very well. Let‘s get together to talk about how to make your 

role even more impactful.‖? Not likely. The principle ―You 

not only need to be an expert at what you do professionally, 

you need to be an expert at delivering your expertise‖ kicks in. 

You cannot lose the most optimal but counterintuitive time to 

ask for a Taking Stock meeting—when things are going great! 
 

You, the professional, must request a Taking Stock or Closing 

meeting. Next are some Principles and Checklist to help you 

do that. 

 

Taking Stock or Closing—Principles 
 

 Do not wait until the end to think about Taking Stock/Closing. Negotiate this step up front.  

 Keep it simple. Build in checkpoints along the way. Chunk your projects and build in informal close-offs, 

or progress reviews.  

 Don‘t assume that your clients will ask for these kinds of meetings.  

 Assume that your clients will find it much easier to talk about technical and business issues than 

relationship and performance issues.  

 Clients will often want to give you feedback. Don‘t be defensive.  

 If you have needs, ask for them. If you have ideas for improvement, present them. 

 Be sure to think of all your stakeholders.  

 Try not to make this stage an ‗add-on.‘ Taking Stock/Closing should be a logical and integral part of a 

successful relationship.  

 

A Checklist—What Do You Talk About During a Taking Stock/Closing Meeting? 
 

Use the checklist below to highlight those items most helpful to you. Many professionals admit they are much 

more adept at the first group, the Logical Review items, than they are at the second group, Relationship Review 

items. Check the 3 or 4 critical items for your meeting agenda. 
 

Logical Review Checklist 
 Results and objectives achieved? 

 Any loose ends? 

 Are recommended changes ‗sticking‘? 

 Follow up needed? 

  – ongoing support? 

  – training? 

 Long-term cost-benefit analysis needed? 

 Documentation needed? 

 Final report or final presentation needed? 

 Action plans clear? 

 Any longer-term, more systemic changes needed to support and sustain implementation/execution? 

 What new technology or processes will improve your clients‘ productivity? 

 Are there any other areas of the organization needing a similar project? 
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 Offer future high impact and strategic professional work. 

 Any new or uncovered client needs which may require professional support. 

 Discuss changes and strategies in your organization and their impact on your professional services. 

 If an ongoing relationship, re-contract for services. 

 

The Relationship Review Checklist 
 What worked well in the relationship? 

 What could be improved in the future? 

 Ask for feedback on your personal performance. 

 Ask the clients to provide feedback to your manager or for your performance appraisal. 

 Give feedback and recognition for client performance. 

 Communication—who needs to know this project is wrapping up? 

 In a complex stakeholder system, who else needs this kind of wrap up/review discussion? 

 The level of ownership and commitment in the client‘s organization. 

 Concerns, if any, about the people side of change. 

 Wrap up any people transition issues regarding the change. 

 Discuss and plan how your clients need to support the change. 

 Discuss the direction of your professional group and its implications for future relationships. 

 Discuss and negotiate higher impact roles. 

 Discuss learning—what did we learn that we could use on future projects? 

 Discuss longer-term relationship strategies. 

 Nostalgia—is there anything we want to remember—the highs and lows? 

 How will we celebrate? 

 

In Closing 
 

The last step of the Expertise Delivery Model is also the most overlooked. A 

paradox is that clients value it—it‘s in the top 10 high performance skills—but 

the least likely to be asked for at the most leveraged time for improvement—

when things are going well.  

 

I hope you found this article helpful. Below are many more like it. I also 

recommend my Powerful Professionals book and workshop, which go into 

more detail on each of these crucial skills for high performing professionals. 
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